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Abstract—Flow cytometry (FCM) is a very well-known method
that is broadly used in clinical and research laboratories. Both
clinical and research laboratories have been the target domains of
FCM applications. The key research question in this particular
field is “how to effectively automate FCM data analysis?”. To
answer this question, this paper systematically reviews current
advances in the automation of FCM data analysis. All recent
techniques have been studied in a way readers can recognize
current trends, challenges, limitations and future directions. For
future research, we have identified three main venues. First, the
identification of the number of clusters prior to starting cell
population identification is still a challenging process. Second,
automating the process of cluster labeling still requires more
improvement to be fully automated. Last, benchmark datasets
are essential in order for researchers to be able to comparatively
evaluate different techniques of FCM data analysis under fixed
conditions. We end up this paper with a discussion about how flow
cytometry data analysis techniques and datasets are correlated
with open source technology.
Keywords—Automated Gating; Clustering; Data analysis; Flow
Cytometry (FCM); Multidimensional data; Open Source Software

I. I NTRODUCTION
Flow cytometry (FCM) is a very well-known method that
is largely applied in research and clinical laboratories to
identify cell populations and their fluorescence, density, and
morphological characteristics. Its usage has not been consistent
as it has a variety of applications. For clinical purposes, it
is used in transplantation, genetics, sex pre-selection, and
diagnosis of lymphoma or leukemia patients. In research, it has
extensively been used for detecting DNA damage and studying
the structure and function of cells. Due to the rapid growth of
FCM data volume and its complexity, the demand for reliable,
fast, efficient, and accurate statistical methods has significantly
increased.
The analysis of flow cytometric data has varied from one
approach to another, from various perspectives. The major distinction between existing approaches is generally concerning
the manipulation, analysis, visualization, or interpretation of
flow cytometric data. From a different aspect, several methods
concentrated their work on the automated gating of FCM
data, while others attempted to enhance the obtained results
by, for example, detecting and removing outliers, supporting
multidimensional data, etc.
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Based on a survey published in 2009 by Bashashati et
al. [1], we noticed that the literature is full of techniques
that endeavored to improve the automation of FCM analysis.
Another observation was related to the same study, which
was not fully comprehensive as some critical state-of-the-art
techniques were skipped. This was due to the use of one source
of research indexing, which is Google Scholar. Therefore,
this motivated us to go through the most recent advances
in this context in order to 1) systematically review current
approaches, 2) identify their limitations, and 3) recommend
a set of future directions concerning the enhancement and
automation of the entire process.
We organize the rest of this paper as follows. In Section II,
we discuss the problem and limitation of related work and how
it motivated us to come up with this work. Section III presents
the methodology used to collect, review, and analyze all work
related to the automated analysis of flow cytometry. Section IV
discusses and analyzes the evaluation results of the reviewed
techniques, which were based on well-defined criteria. We
demonstrate in Section V the correlation between our study
and open source technology. Finally, the paper concludes in
Section VI suggests the possible future work.
II. M OTIVATION
A previous survey [1] was conducted to encapsulate the
analysis methods of the flow cytometry data. That survey
provided an overview about some of the works that are
conducted in this area. However, that work suffers serious
issues that make us question the obtained results of that survey.
In this section, we go over the following issues related to that
survey:
• The criteria for selecting relevant research papers were
somewhat limited and need to be extended. In addition,
it adapted a framework that consists of 8 stages. However,
you can rarely find a technique that applies all of such
stages. Therefore, focusing on one or two core tasks that
are central to the FCM analysis such as automated gating
is preferable by readers.
• Some of the selected techniques in that survey were a bit
irrelevant to the central theme of the survey. Examples of
such are the ones in [2] and [3]. This urges to could actually urge readers to question the overall representation
of the provided results.

•

It is common for survey papers to provide an overview
of the current state-of-the-art, the level of maturity, and
the research gaps in the target topic of research. That
survey lacks such information, which led to defacing the
final conclusions.
III. S URVEY M ETHODOLOGY

It has been known for literature surveys to employ automatic
strategies to search for keywords concerned with its main
domain (e.g., [4]). However, Brereton et al. [5] indicated that
some digital libraries, in software engineering for example,
do not well support the selection of primary studies and relevant research identification. Therefore, we decided to conduct
a manual querying and filtering for selecting articles from
venues that are highly relevant to Flow Cytometry.
We started our investigation by applying our search query
at a very popular bibliographic database, Scopus. In order to
achieve our goal, we have constructed a query that can retrieve
the most relevant research articles to our selected topic. This
general structure and semantic of our query are shown as
follows.
“Look at the title, abstract, and keyword sections of the articles published after or during 2009 for ‘Flow Cytometry’ term
in conjunction with one of the following phrases: ‘Automated
Gating’, ‘Automated Analysis’, and ‘Automated Clustering’”
Although this query has various forms to be implemented
in the existing databases, its behavior and projected results
remain the same. We demonstrate below and example form of
our query that is compatible with Scopus search engine.
TITLE-ABS-KEY ( "Flow Cytometry"
AND
( "Automated Gating"
OR "Automated Analysis"
OR "Automated Clustering"
)
)
AND PUBYEAR > 2008
The query above has resulted in 56 publications displayed
at Scopus search results. We went article-by-article through
the titles, abstracts, and keywords of the resulting articles and
we could, after filtering out the unrelated ones, end up with
25 relevant articles.
After that, we prepared a list of journals/conferences that
publish articles related to flow cytometry. Then, we applied the
same search query in each journal/conference to get a set of
articles that has not already been found in Scopus, as shown in
Table I. What urged us to proceed with this strategy is that we
could find some relevant work that never appeared in Scopus,
even with the change of query parameters. One of the
The next article selection includes a further reading of the
papers that have been downloaded from the different sources.
We carefully went through the abstract, introduction, and
conclusion sections to get an outlook about the content. Once
we notice that the paper is relevant, we dig deep into the

TABLE I: Result of our query at the different flow cytometryrelated sources
Journal / Conference
BMC bioinformatics
Cytometry Part A
Cytometry Part B
BIBE
Microbial Cell Factories
Bioinformatics
Chemometrics and Intelligent Laboratory Systems

result

filtered in

8
5
0
1
0
6
8

4
1
0
1
0
5
1

other sections (i.e., methodology, results, discussion, etc.) to
investigate the main characteristics and limitations of each
article.
IV. E VALUATION
A. Evaluation Criteria
We have identified four major attributes to be used in the
survey as evaluation criteria. These criteria are as follow:
1) Outlier removal: The outlier is an anomaly from the
standard. In the case of cytometry data, it is the data
points that are distant from the original cluster. The
identification of the outliers and removing them is of great
importance. This importance comes from the effect of
these noise on the automated gating. These anomalies can
cause deviation to the clustering results from the norm.
However, the outlier removal process is a general process
and it is not special to the FCM data analysis (i.e. there
is no specifics that make the FCM data is special so it is
treated differently from the other types of data).
2) Automated gating: Automated gating is the process of
cell population identification [29]. The cell population
identification can be considered as the process of the identification of the homogeneous cell groups that participate
in a particular function.
a) The method of automated gating: The methods of
automated gating are mainly clustering techniques.
Clustering is the process of grouping similar objects
into the same group. Clustering analysis is not just an
algorithm, it is a task to be solved. There are many
algorithms that have been developed to solve this task.
Each one of these algorithms has its own characteristics
and each algorithm is more suitable for certain types
of problems.
b) Type of techniques: There are many classification
schemes for the clustering techniques. One of these
schemes is the classification of the clustering techniques into supervised vs. unsupervised techniques.
The major difference between the supervised vs. unsupervised techniques is the labeling. In supervised techniques, the data is labeled while in the unsupervised
technique the data is not labeled.
c) Multi-dimensionality: Clustering space is one factor
that affects the quality and the performance of clustering. For non-linear problems, the conversion of the
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Continue of Table II: Summary of the comparison results

data into a higher dimensional space makes it easier
to be solved. However, this comes with performance
degradation.
d) Automated number of clusters: One of the major issues
of clustering is the identification of the number of
clusters. Some clustering techniques provide automated
number of clusters identification while other techniques
do not.
3) Cluster labeling: Cluster labeling is the process of
identification of the similar cell populations among the
different FCM data samples. The cluster labeling can be
a stand-alone component or as an embedded component
within the automated gating process, taking into account
that it is not needed in supervised methods. We refer
to manual labeling by ‘M’, while ‘E’ refers to labeling
methods that are embedded in the automated gating.
4) Performance evaluation: The performance evaluation of
the identified techniques is surveyed. The performance
evaluation gives an indication of the quality of the developed techniques. This is a very important factor that
differentiates the different techniques.
B. Analysis and Discussion
The application of the evaluation criteria to the different
state-of-the-art techniques is summarized in Table II. Here, we
analyze the obtained results and shed the light on the main
research gaps in the area of FCM data analysis. We divide
our discussion on the basis of the main points that need to be
investigated and improved in the future for the sake of fully
automating the process of FCM.
It can be noticed from the given table that most of the
approaches do not employ cleaning and noise removal functionality, which may be due to the fact that the noise removal
techniques are general to all types of datasets. On the other
hand, outlier removal approaches applied by the techniques
are distinct, meaning that no two techniques applied the same
approach. This may actually imply that there is no outlier
removal approach that can be applied in any technique, as
this can depend on various factors, such as the used classifier,
dataset, etc. Notice that some papers, such as [8] and [15], have
applied different methods with different characteristics, and
thus each method is listed separately in the table. flowAI [30]
is a recent technique composed of two methods for cleaning
FCM data from unwanted behaviors.
While looking at the different analysis techniques, we can
see a wide variety of clustering methods has been adopted in
the literature. These methods range from statistical to machine
learning techniques. The core objective of such methods is
the identification of cell population. The majority of such
methods are shown to be unsupervised and can support multidimensionality. Notice that in some papers, we could not
identify whether the classifier is supervised or not due to
the lack of technical information about this regards in that
papers. The identification of the number of classes, on the
other hand, doest seem to be mature enough and still requires
more improvements, as it was commonly carried out manually

Fig. 1: Ratios of studies applying different data analysis
attributes
in most of the techniques. There is also a room for future work
in this perspective.
Some of the studies reported the need for user involvement
in cluster labeling, which means that the entire process is not
fully automated, while embedded labeling has been implemented in some other methods. May studies did not report
what kind of cluster labeling approach they applied, which
led us to consider its unavailability.
Almost all the studies conducted a performance evaluation,
but not in a unified manner. On the other hand, FlowCap,
introduced in [31], is a benchmark for implementing various
analysis techniques of FCM data against different datasets.
It enables future techniques to be fairly evaluated with other
techniques without the need to re-implement them individually
or convert data from one format to another.
To summarize the results of our study, we have plotted
the bar chart in Fig. 1 that demonstrates the ratio of the
studies applying each data analysis attribute presented in this
paper. Note that we count here the number of methods, not
the studies. In other words, techniques that were introduced
in a single study are counted here separately. It is obvious
that most of the techniques applied unsupervised algorithms
with the support of multi-dimensional data and assessed their
results in comparison with other methods. On the other hand,
we can observe the inapplicability of supervised algorithms
in the automated analysis of flow cytometry data due to its
restriction in dealing with such kind of data. More than half the
techniques employed an approach for determining the number
of clusters, while less than 40% performed an outlier removal.
V. C ORRELATION WITH O PEN S OURCE T ECHNOLOGY
What makes this work related to open source technology
is the fact that the techniques and datasets used for flow
cytometry analysis are available to researchers in various ways.
This section presents the correlation between our study in this
paper with open source technology to show how important this
relationship is. We discuss the different aspects of deployment
of techniques and datasets concerning flow cytometry analysis.

Open source software has recently concurred with the
development of techniques in the area of flow cytometry
analysis, which strongly contributed to the rapid growth of
novel methods in this context (e.g., OpenCyto [32]). Aghaeepour et al. [31] aimed to build a framework that owns the
capability of running most of the techniques in this manner
under an integrated environment and over a unified benchmark
of datasets.
A. Techniques Availability
Techniques used for the automated analysis of flow cytometry data are mainly based on classifiers, filters, and clustering
techniques that are also applied in other fields of research, such
as big data, machine learning, etc [33], [34], [35], [36]. This
means that the backend implementation of such techniques is
algorithmic methods, which implies that they could be written
and implemented in any programming language as required.
The description and documentation of such algorithms were
published in various scientific research articles, which makes
them reproducible by others.
On the other hand, most of these techniques are deployed
as freely available packages and libraries in different programming environments, such as Java, R, Python, MATLAB,
etc. Some of such libraries are open source under the GNU
General Public License, while other are closed source but
can be customized based on researchers’ needs. Being open
source is indeed helpful as researchers can extend or alter
the functionality of the techniques to achieve their goals.
In [31], a comprehensive list of analysis techniques of flow
cytometry data is presented along with brief descriptions of
their functionality and availability. A recent trend involved
having online web-based analysis techniques [37].
B. Datasets Availability
FCM data is normally considered to be complex and of
large sizes containing gene arrays of human or animal cell
populations [31] (e.g., GvHD, DLBCL, HSCT, WNV, and
ND), but having heterogeneous versions of them makes it
possible to apply different techniques over them easily. Each
technique requires data to be of a certain format in order to
accept it as valid input. After the collection of FCM data, it is
stored in files of different formats depending on the collection
method applied. After that, flow cytometry datasets are created
and deployed publicly using open-source and customizable
representations. Such representations allow users to freely and
thoroughly access, parse, filter, diagnose, and process flow
cytometry data. Some techniques may be interested in specific
features of the data while ignoring other unimportant ones.
In addition, it is sometimes essential to normalize data to
improve the cohesion and integrity of data and to reduce
redundancy. All such operations cannot be accomplished if
data was provided in fixed or closed-source structure, which
expresses the usefulness of open source philosophy.
Flow Cytometry Standard (FCS) is the standard representation of data generated in laboratories, but there exist
many other additional formats. Therefore, there exist different

techniques that can convert data from one format to another.
Usually, such techniques are developed to be capable of
dealing with different standard and well-known formats. In
special cases, some analysis techniques implicitly employ such
a conversion mechanism, while some others require users to do
it manually. For example, FCSTrans [38] is an open source tool
for converting FCM data files and transforming data from/to
different formats. To conclude, having FCM data stored in
open representations makes it more usable. However, having
a unified representation (or at least conversion mechanism)
would increase that usability in addition to improved efficiency
where conversion operations could be left out.
VI. C ONCLUSION
We conducted this survey to evaluate the state-of-the-art in
the area of flow cytometry data analysis and to identify the
research gaps in this area as well. This work is considered
as a completion of a previous study that surveyed the stateof-the-art techniques till the mid of 2009. In other words, we
conducted our survey to review papers from 2009 (excluding papers that were previously included in the aforementioned survey) until present. Different sources containing peerreviewed articles have been used in order perfectly accomplish
this work. All results obtained have been summarized in a
comprehensive table to allow better recognition of the similarities and differences between techniques. We then discussed
the correlation of flow cytometry data analysis techniques and
datasets with open source technology.
Although there has been much work in this area, there is still
a room for further improvement. Expressively, in this survey,
we have identified three gaps to be addressed in future work:
(1) In the gating process, specifying the number of clusters
prior to clustering the cytometry data is still a challenging
task, which requires being enhanced by automating the process
of identifying their number. (2) We found that the process of
labeling clusters is also still carried out manually in various
studies, especially the ones employ unsupervised techniques
for the automated gating. Again, automating such a process
is the desired enhancement option we recommend for future
work. (3) Having a unified benchmark dataset in a popular
format is very important so that state of the art approaches
can be fairly evaluated and compared in terms of performance,
accuracy, and effectiveness.
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